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Georgian Bar Tape Application Instruction Guide
We have a few recommendations to ensure you get the best results using our FoamLINK, ProLINK, CustomLINK
and FlexLINK range on the Georgian Bar application.
1/ Our FoamLINK, ProlINK, CustomLINK and FlexLINK products have a PSA “pressure sensitive adhesives”
system, therefore when applying our product please make sure sufficient pressure is applied when being
adhered to its application.
2/ Please ensure that the surfaces the tape will be adhered to are clean from all dirt and dust by using an
isopropanol cleaner, (please contact us for details on our recommended cleaner).
3/ Please note that if the bars are cut too tight to the frame this will cause stress on the adhesive tape bond,
we then suggest to leave an approximate 1mm gap between the bar and the frame at each end of the bar this
will allow for expansion and contraction of the surfaces.
4/ We also recommend that once the windows & bars have been glazed up, leave the finished product in
despatch for at least 72 hours, before they are despatched, this will make a massive difference to the
performance of the tape. All Acrylic adhesive systems take 72 hours to reach their optimum bond.
If you have any further queries regarding, please contact our Technical Sales Department on;
E: sales@ukindustrialtapes.co.uk or T: 0191 269 7810
It is the buyer's responsibility to consider & assess the fitness for purpose of the goods, having regard to the use to which the buyer intends to put
such goods.
. The price quoted is for the quantity quoted.
. All prices quoted are for 30 days only.
. Standard credit terms are 30 days from end of month unless agreed in writing otherwise.
. All orders are subject to this Company's terms & conditions of trading.
. Our terms and conditions of trading can be seen on our website www.ukindustrialtapes.co.uk
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